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ABSTRACT.
This survey discusses three aspects of the ways in which
probability has been applied to the theory of finite groups: probabilistic
statements about groups; construction of randomized algorithms in computational group theory; and application of probabilistic methods to prove
deterministic theorems in group theory. It concludes with a brief summary
of related results for infinite groups.
RÉSUMÉ. Cet article donne un aperçu sur trois aspects des façons dont
la probabilité est appliquée à la théorie des groupes finis: les faits probabilistiques des groupes; la construction d'algorithmes aléatoires dans la
computation; et l'application des moyens probabilistiques pour obtenir les
théorèmes déterministiques dans la théorie des groups. On termine avec un
bref sommaire de résultats se rapportant aux groupes infinis.

In the past 20 yeeirs, and particularly during the last decade, there has been
a growing interest in the use of probabiUty in finite groups. It has been my
experience that memy pure mathematicians stiU look on probabiUty theory as an
"appUed" subject (perhaps because of the way it is taught in our universities),
and are dubious about the validity of using probabilistic reasoning in their own
discipline. Kolmogorov's axiomatization [51] of probabiUty theory stiU seems to
be a well kept secret. However, no-one should be uncomfortable in a discussion
of the appUcations of probabiUty theory to finite groups, since in these cases
the probabilistic statements cem be always be simply understood in terms of
proportions.
In the current article I shaU consider three aspects of the ways in which probabiUty has been appUed to problems in group theory. These are: probabilistic
statements about groups which give some alternative description of the structure
of the group emd its elements (Sections 1 emd 2); appUcations of probabiUty to
construct algorithms in computational group theory (Section 3); emd appUcations of probabiUstic methods to prove deterministic theorems in group theory
(see Section 4). The last section (Section 5) deals with some related results in
infinite groups.
Since my focus is on group theory, I shall ignore severed very important areas
where the primary interest is in probabiUty theory such as remdom wedks on
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groups and eunenable groups (but see Section 3.2). There is edso interesting recent
work on probabiUty emd conjugeicy classes of the classical groups (see [36] and
[37]).
There are two surveys by Shalev (see [74] and [76]) which partiaUy overlap
with this paper.
1. Probabilistic questions about elementary properties of groups.
1.1. "Statistics" of the symmetric group. During the 1960's Erdôs and Turân
published a series of papers [31], [32], [33] and [34] on the "statistics" of the
symmetric group Sn. A typical result describes the probabiUty distribution of
the logarithm of the order of a remdom element x from 5 n ; they prove that
the distribution of ln(ord(x)) is asymptoticaUy normed with mean 5ln 2 n and
variance 5 In3 n. This contrasts sharply with the classiced result of E. Landau
that the maximum of ln(ord(x)) is (l + o(l)) ^n]n{n) (see [68]). The results of
Erdôs and Turan have been refined emd extended in a number of other papers such
as [17], [7], [29], [45], [30], [11] (see also [73]). AU of these results are essentiaUy
combinatorial and do not use significemt group properties of 5 n . A Uttle more
group theory is used to prove the results in [23].
SimUar results for the finite classiced Unear groups are found in [35].
1.2. Group laws. An earlier example of a probabilistic statement about groups
describes how commutative a nonabeUan group cem be (I am not sure who first
meule this observation):
• If G is a nonabeUan finite group with A;(G) conjugacy classes, then
\{{x,y) GGxG\xy
|G|2

= yx}\

=

k{G) 5
jGj " S '

This cem be interpreted as saying that, for any finite nonabeUan group, the
probabiUty that two elements chosen at remdom from G commute is at most
5/8 (the bound is achieved when G is nonabeUem group of order 8). Elementary
extensions of this result cem be found in [43], [77] emd [78].
NOTE. We are assuming (as we shaU generaUy assume for finite groups
throughout this paper) that remdom elements are chosen independently with
the uniform distribution on G. Thus every pair (x, y) has the same probabiUty
1/1G|2 of being chosen.
This suggests the foUowing general question:
• Let w := w{Xi,X2,...,Xm)
be a nontrivial word. Does there exist a constemt ?} < 1 (depending on w) such that, if u; = 1 is not a law for a finite
group G, then a random m-tuple {xi,X2,.-., xm) of elements from G satisfies w{xi,X2,..-,xm) = 1 with probabiUty < JJ?
Of course the theorem quoted above is just the case when w{X,Y) =
X~1Y~1XY. Although the question has been answered positively in some special
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cases, for exeimple, for some words representing nilpotent veirieties emd metabeUan
veirieties (unpublished work), the problem appears to be open in the general case.
For results related to nilpotent varieties see the recent paper [38].
Some related results are known. For exeimple, [41] shows that if G is a finite
group which is not solvable, then the probability that two remdom elements generate a solvable subgroup is at most 11/30. A further result appears in [21] (see
Section 4.2). Both of these results require the classification of finite simple groups
for their proofe.
2. Generators.
2.1. Generating the symmetric group. In 1969 I was reading the classical book
of E. Netto [66] and came across the foUowing claim (p. 90 of the EngUsh translation):
If we eirbitreirily select two or more substitutions of n elements, it
is to be regeirded as extremely probable that the group of lowest
order which contedns these is the symmetric group, or at least the
alternating group. In the case of two substitutions the probabiUty in
favor of the symmetric group may be taken as about j , emd in favor of
the alternating, but not symmetric, group as about \. In order that
any given substitutions may generate a group which is only a part
of the n! possible substitutions, very specied relations eire necessary,
and it is highly improbable that arbitrarily chosen substitutions [... ]
should satisfy these conditions. The exception most likely to occur
would be that aU the given substitutions were severally equivalent to
an even number of transpositions and would consequently generate
the alternating group.
Perhaps Netto was expressing his frustration after trying to generate interesting subgroups of 5 n from random permutations. He gives no supporting evidence
for his claim.
Let An denote the alternating group. Then Netto's conjecture cem be written:
„ _\{{x,y)GSnxSn\{x,y)>An}\
Pnj^rp

^1

„ „ _, ^
asn-^oo

where {x,y) denotes the subgroup generated by x and y. Since |5n : A n | = 2 for
n > 2, we have (x, y) < An for exactly \ of the pairs, so the rest of his claim
foUows easUy. Netto's conjecture can be rephrased as "edmost edl pedrs of elements
of Sn generate either An or 5 n as n -^ oo" or
• the probabiUty p n that two elements chosen at remdom from Sn generate
either An or Sn tends to 1 as n -> oo.
Netto's conjecture was proved in [22] where it is shown that pn > 1—2(lnlnn)_2
for edl sufficiently large n. The proof consists of two medn steps. Let x, y be remdom elements of Sn. Then it is shown that:
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(i) the probabUity that (x, y) is a primitive subgroup of Sn is 1 l/n+0{l/n2);
and
(ii) the probabiUty that neither (x) nor {y) contains a p-cycle for some prime
p < n — 2 is < 1.8(lnlnn)_2 for aU n large enough.
The result now foUows hy applying a classical theorem of Jordan: a primitive
subgroup of Sn which contains a p-cycle for some prime p < n — 2 must contain
An.
The result in [22] was progressively refined in [13] and in [12]. Finedly, assuming
the classification of finite simple groups, Babed [5] proved that p„ = 1 - 1/n +
0 ( l / n 2 ) as conjectured in [22].
2.2. Generating finite simple groups. It foUows from Netto's conjecture that almost aU pedrs of elements from An generate aU of A„ as n -> oo. At the end of
[22] the author made the conjecture that a simUar result might be true for the
other finite simple groups. More precisely, as S runs through the finite nonabeUan
simple groups:
• if x, y are random elements from S, then the probabiUty that {x,y) = S
tends to 1 as |S| -> oo.
This was a rash conjecture in 1969 since the proof that everyfinitesimple group
is 2-generator is based on the classification of finite simple groups (announced in
1980). However it turned out to be very fruitful. NaturaUy the complete proof
of this conjecture was much more difficult than the special case where G = An.
The general proof foUows a different approach (closer to the one used in [5] for
Netto's conjecture). We shaU describe this approach now.
In 1936 PhUip HaU [44] introduced the Eulerian function <p{G, d) which is
defined to be equed to the number of d-tuples from G which generate the finite
group G. (The ordineury Euler function ^(n) counts the number of 1-tuples which
generate the cycUc group of order n.) He proved that his function has the form
V>(G,d)=]rM(G,H)|tf| d
where the sum is over edl subgroups H of G and p, denotes the Môbius function on
the lattice of subgroups of G. (SpecificaUy p, is defined recursively by p{G, G) = 1
emd 53/f<K<G /*(*», K) = 0 for edl subgroups H < G.) The zeta function Ç{G, s)
for G is then defined to be the reciproced of the finite Dirichlet series
W

)

* ) : = ^ = f ; ^
1

'

n=l

where ah{G) :=

£

KG,H).

H<G,\G-.H\=n

Clearly, P(G, d) is the probabiUty that a remdom d-tuple of elements from G
generates G, and for specific groups HaU's formula may be used to compute this
probabiUty exactly (see [1] and [46]). The general zeta function has a number of
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interesting properties, many of which are not weU understood. See, for example,
[14].
A lot of information about G is usually required if we wemt to calculate P(G, s)
exactly. However, in memy cases a useful estimate can be obtedned by using just
the terms involving the maximal subgroups of G. If M is maximed in G, then
p{G, M) = —1, eind for aU s > 0 we have the inequaUty

m=2

where bm{G) is the number of maximed subgroup of index m in G. If we are
lucky, then sufficient knowledge of the maximed subgroups of G may lead to a
nontrivial estimate on P(G, d) for sufficiently large d.
For exeunple, in the alternating group An the maximed subgroups which are
not primitive are easily described, emd the maximed subgroups of An which eire
primitive are known to have smedl orders (see [26, Section 8.5 and Theorem 5.6B]).
It is therefore possible to show that P(An,2) -> 1 as n -^ oo. This is the idea
behind the proof in [5] although it is not stated in exactly this way. Indeed it is
now known [55] that there are exactly n/2 + o(n) conjugacy classes of maximal
subgroups in A n , and Babed's theorem foUows easUy from this because every
proper subgroup of A„ has index at least n.
In [49] emd [53] Kemtor, Lubotzky, Liebeck and Shedev completed the proof of
the conjecture in [22] by showing that as S runs over the finite simple groups,
P(S, 2) -^ 1 as |S| ->• oo. Their proof uses detailed knowledge of the maximal
subgroups of the various classes of simple groups emd is, of course, dependent
on the classification. As we shedl see later (Section 4.2), the theorem which they
proved has appUcations to problems which seem to have nothing to do with
probabilistic questions.
In the past few yeeirs much more has been proved about this problem emd
related questions. For exeunple, Liebeck emd Shalev [56] proved a conjecture of
Kemtor emd Lubotzky for finite nonabeUan simple groups S:
• If x is random element and y is a random involution from S then S = (x, y)
with probabiUty approaching 1 as |S| —• oo.
Gurednick emd Kemtor [42] have edso proved:
• In each finite nonabeUan simple group S there is a conjugeicy class G such
that for each fixed element x ^ 1 from S and a random element y from C,
the probabiUty that (x, y) = S is at least 1/10.
3. Algorithms. A probabilistic algorithm is em edgorithm which, at some
stages, does not prescribe a determined step but "tosses a coin" to decide what the
next step should be. The effect of introducing randomization into the execution
of em algorithm can often speed up the running time of the algorithm as weU as
simplify its programming. Randomized edgorithms of this type have been used
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over the past 40 years, and have become increasingly importemt in solution of
computationed problems in combinatorics emd edgebra. A good genered reference
is [65]. The paper [15] gives a good overview of probabilistic algorithms appUed
to groups (see also [16] and [50]).
Of particuleir interest are Monte Carlo algorithms. These eure randomized algorithms whose reUabiUty (probabiUty of returning the correct answer) cem be
increased eirbitrarily at the expense of extra time. A Monte Carlo algorithm which
never returns em incorrect einswer (but may sometimes return "fedl" to indicate
that it cannot find the solution) is caUed a Las Vegas algorithm.
3.1. An example: the structure of Un. An exeunple of a Las Vegas edgorithm
which may be feuniUar is a pseudo-prime test. These are fast tests used to determine when a large integer n is composite emd to give convincing evidence for
primedity when the integer is prime. The tests eure based on recognizing distinguishing properties of the group Un of units of the ring Z/nZ. We tedce a few
moments to describe one of these tests here (see [72]).
Let n > 1 be an odd integer. Then we cem represent the group U n by the set of
integers k with 1 < A: < n with greatest common divisor GCD(â:, n) = 1 with the
operation • of multipUcation modulo n. If n is prime, then Un is a cycUc group
of order n — 1 whose unique element of order 2 i s n — l . I f n i s not prime then:
either n is a prime power and so |U n | does not divide n — 1; or else n has at least
two odd prime divisors emd so Un at least two elements of order 2. Suppose that
n is not prime, and write n — 1 = 2*01 where t > 1 emd m is odd. We say that
an integer k with 1 < fc < n is a witness to the compositeness of n if any of the
foUowing hold:
(i) GCD(Jb,n) ^ 1;
(U) k has order not dividing n — 1; or
(iU) fc has even order 2h in U» but kh is not equed to n — 1.
We cem check these three conditions as foUows: a particular vedue offcis a witness
unless fcm = 1 or one of the elements fcm, fc2m,..., fc2 ~ m is equal to n — 1. (The
usefulness of this criterion depends on the fact that there is a fast way to compute
powers of fc modulo n; see, for example, [65].)
We now have a Las Vegas algorithm for checking compositeness of an odd
integer. Choose a remdom integer fc from the interval 1 < fc < n and test to
see whether fc is a witness to the compositeness of n. If n is composite, then
it cem be proved that a randomly chosen fc wiU be a witness with probabiUty
at least 1/2. If we find a witness, then we know that n is composite and so we
are finished. The test can never give us a proof that n is prime. However, if we
perform d independent repetitions of the test on n and do not find a witness, then
we should become increasingly convinced that n is prime since the probabiUty
that this event happens for a composite n is < (l/2) d . This pseudo-prime test
(or a similar test) is widely used in programs such as Maple as em inexpensive
partied substitute for primedity testing.
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A simUar search for witnesses can be used to determine whether or not a given
finite set of matrices from GL(d, q) generates a subgroup contadning SL(d, q) ot
one of the other classical groups (see [67], [69], [70] and [75]).
3.2. Finding random elements. A problem which eurises in many probabilistic
algorithms in group theory is:
• If we are given a set of generators for a group G, how can we efficiently
generate remdom elements of G?
In some cases this cem be done easUy; an important case is when the group
is given as a permutation group emd a stabiUzer chain and strong generating set
eure known. However, in other cases, when we have less information about G or a
less structured generating set, the problem may be much more difficult.
In practice we do not require that the probabiUty distribution be exactly uniform, but it should be close to uniform. Consideration of this problem leads to
the anedysis of remdom walks on the group (more precisely, on the Cayley graph
associated with the set of generators) which cem be described in terms of Markov
chains. Measuring the efficiency of the edgorithms to generate near random elements then reduces to determining how fast the Markov chain converges. This in
turn uses some interesting lineeur representation theory (see [20] for an exceUent
introduction). Along simileir lines we note that [2] discusses the problem of random wedks on Sn emd explains why 6 remdom riffle shuffles of em ordinary deck
of cards are not sufficient to randomize the deck, but 7 shuffles suffice.
The genered problem of generating random elements in a group is by no means
satisfactorily solved, emd it is clear that naïve methods of computing random elements eu-e not adequate (see [6] emd [71]). The problem is particuleurly important
when G is a group of matrices over a finite field.
We remark that Babai, Luks emd Seress have introduced a simple technique
cedled random subproducts which can sometimes be used to substitute for the
problem of finding random elements. This is based on the foUowing easUy proved
proposition (see [15, Prop, 2.1]):
• If i î is a proper subgroup of G emd x i , . . . , x m is a set of generators of G,
then with probability > 1/2 a random element from the set
{xl1x%'---x%\ei,e2,.-.,£mG{0,l}}
does not Ue in H.
3.3. Recognizing Sn. Let f{X)he& monic separable polynomial of degree n with
integer coefficients, and let G = Gal(/) denote the Gedois group of the spUtting
field of / where G is considered as a permutation group on the set of n roots.
For eeich prime p we can consider the factorization
f{X) = fi{X)f2{X) - - - MX)

(modp)
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where the fi{X) eure monic irreducible modulo p. Suppose that p does not divide
the discriminant clisc(/) of / (so the factors f^X) are distinct) and let ni <
«2 < • • • < nr be the degrees of the factors. Then FVobenius showed that G
contains permutations with cycle type (ni,n2,...,n r ) (see [82, Sect. 61]); and
later Chebotarev showed that, in a suitable sense, the proportion ofp which give
rise to a peirticular cycle type is equed to the proportion of permutations in G
with that cycle type (see [81]). This theorem is used to help identify the Galois
groups of irreducible polynomieds.
Van der Waerden edso proved that "almost aU" irreducible polynomials over
the rationals have the full symmetric group as their Galois group. It is therefore
worthwhUe having a quick test to determine whether this is true for Ged(/). This
leads to the foUowing heuristic. For a sequence of "remdom" primes p find the
associated cycle type (ni, n2,..., n r ) which must appear in Gal(/) according to
Rrobenius' theorem. Try to determine whether the existence of these cycle types
in Ged(/) impUes that Gal(/) is the fuU symmetric group. Recedling that two
elements of Sn have the same cycle type exactly when they are conjugate in
S n , and taking into consideration Chebotarev's theorem, we have the foUowing
(sUghtly idealized question) about recognizing when we have the full symmetric
group.
We shedl say that a list xi, xa,..., x^ from a group G invariably generates G
if (yiiy2> • • •.Vd) = G whenever j/i is conjugate to Xj in G for i = 1,2,..., d. We
then ask:
• Given d > 2 what is the probabiUty that d random elements of Sn inveuriably
generate Sn?
This problem was first posed by John McKay (private communication). He
conjectured from numerical experiments that the expected number of random
elements required to inveuriably generate Sn is a constant (about 5) independent
of n. It is shown in [25] that 0((lnn) 1/ ' 2 ) random elements eure enough, and soon
edter that Luczak and Pyber [59] improved this to show that for each e > 0 there
exists a constant C (depending on e but independent of n) such that C remdom
elements of S n inveuriably generate Sn with probabiUty at least 1 — e. A good
vedue of G is still not known.
3.4. Other algorithmic problems. There are many other algorithmic problems in
which probabilistic methods play a part. For example, suppose that we are given
a permutation group G. How difficult is it to find an element of order p in G?
One answer is given by [47] where it is shown:
• If G is a permutation group of degree n, and p is a prime which divides jGj,
then the probabUity that a remdom element of G has its order divisible by
p is at least 1/n.
Thus there is a good probabiUty that a randomly chosen element wiU have its
order divisible by p, and then some power of this element has order p. Surprisingly,
the proof uses the classification of finite simple groups.
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The paper [52] proposes a probabilistic edgorithm for determining when a
lineeur group has a tensor product decomposition, [79] describes a probabilistic
edgorithm to find the structure of a finite abeUan group, and [64] considers the
discrete logeurithm problem in GL(n,g).
4. Applications to deterministic theorems. A famous theorem of Georg
Cantor states that, because the set of reed numbers is uncountable and the set
of edgebredc reed numbers is countable, therefore the set of transcendented reed
numbers is uncountable; in peurticuleir, treinscendental real numbers exist. In 1947
Paul Erdôs [28] popularized simUar arguments (they had occasionaUy been used
earUer by other authors) to prove existence theorems in finite structures. This
extension of the pigeonhole principle is now cedled the probabilistic method (see
[3]) and has been used with great success in combinatorics. Recently probabilistic
methods have been successfuUy appUed to problems in group theory.
The possibUity of such appUcations was predicted by Paul Turân. In a letter
dated (Budapest. 16.3.1970) to the author, Turin concludes with:
My "JSinsteiiung" witb statistical group theory will be perhaps more
understandable by repeating how I came to the idea of statistical
group theory. My "old age dream" (an expression, imitating "Kronecker's Jugendtraum") is to disprove Buroside's conjecture (if G is
finitely generated and for all elements x we have with the same n
xn = e then G is Snite) by finding for such groups an appropriate
representation in a space so that one couJd find that in tins space the
joints" belonging to finite groups form a "smaJl" set. But I could
not find a good representation so far.
So far no-one has succeeded in tackling Bumside's problem in this way, but in
recent years there have been a number of successful appUcations of probabilistic
group theory somewhat edong the lines which Turan describes. We discuss some
of these.
4.1. The {2,3)-generator problem. The (2,S)-generator problem was open for
nearly a century. It arose from the study of groups acting on Riemann surfaces
and asks:
• Which finite simple groups S can be generated by two elements x,y of
orders 2 emd 3, respectively?
The moduleir group PSL(2, Z) is isomorphic to a free product (x) * (y) of a
group of order 2 emd a group of order 3. Therefore the (2,3)-generator problem
is equivalent to: which simple groups S are homomorphic images of PSL(2, Z)?
It is easUy verified that A„ is (2,3)-generated for all n > 8, but for the other
feuniUes of simple groups the problem is more comphcated. In 1996 that it was
shown that the simple groups PSL(d,9) eire (2,3)-generated for odd q except
when d = 2 and 9 = 9 (see [18] and [19]). At that time it was conjectured that,
with a finite number of exceptions, every finite simple group was (2,3)-generated.
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A strengthened form of this conjecture was tackled by Liebeck and Shalev [54]
who proved:
• If S runs over the finite classiced simple Unear groups which are not of the
form PSp(4,g), then the probabUity that two random elements of order
2 and 3, respectively, generate S tends to 1 as |S| -> oo. Moreover, the
corresponding probabUity as S runs over the groups PSp(4, q) with q^2k
or 3* is 1/2.
Unexpectedly, it turned out that the groups from the two infinite famiUes
PSp(4,2fc) and PSp(4)3fc) fed! to be (2,3)-generated. However, Liebeck and
Shalev's result shows that, except for these famiUes, aU finite simple classiced
groups—with finitely many possible exceptions—are (2,3)-generated (what the
exceptions may be is still unknown).
Since then Lubeck and MaUe [57] settled the (2,3)-generation problem for
exceptioned groups of Lie type using more direct methods. They show that, except
for G2(2)' and the Suzuki groups, edl of these groups eure (2,3)-generated.
4.2. Residual properties of free groups. A group G is caUed residually-C for a
class C of groups if for eeich x ^ 1 in G there is a normal subgroup NofG with
x£N and G/N isomorphic to a group in C. It is weU known that emy free group
F of rank > 2 is residuedly finite; indeed P is a residuaUy finite p-group for eeich
prime p. In 1969 Magnus [60] asked the question:
• Is it true that F residuedly-Af for every infinite set X of finite nonabeUan
simple groups?
Equivalently, is it true that for each x ^ 1 in P there exists a normal subgroup
iVx such that x £ Nx and F/Nx is isomorphic to one of the groups S in A*?
The problem is easUy reduced to the case where F has remk 2 since every
free group of remk > 2 is residuaUy free of rank 2. After severed partial solutions,
Magnus' question was completely emswered in the eiffirmative by Weigel in a series
of three long papers ([85], [83] and [84]). More recently, a stronger probabiUstic
version of Weigel's theorem has been proved in [21] (both theorems require the
classification of finite simple groups). We can explain the latter result as foUows.
Let F be the free group on two generators X, Y and let w{X, Y) be a nontrivial
word in P . In order to prove Magnus' conjecture it is necesseury to show that there
exists S G X and a homomorphism of F onto S such that w{X, Y) is not mapped
onto the identity of S. Equivedently, there exist x,y G S such that S = (x,y) and
w{x,y) ^ 1. In [21] the foUowing is proved.
• Let wiX, Y) be a nontrivial word in F. Then, as S runs over the set of edl
finite nonabeUem simple groups, the probabiUty that two random elements
x,y from S generate S and satisfy V}{x,y) •£ 1 tends to 1 as |S| -> oo.
Weigel's theorem clearly foUows from this. The proof is simplified because we
already know (see Section 2.2) that x,y generate S with probabiUty tending to
1, so it is enough to show that w(x, y) ^1 also with probabiUty tending to 1 as
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[S] -+ oo. This is done by considering separately each famUy in a finite set of
infinite feuniUes of nonabeUan simple groups.
We Ulustrate the proof for the famUy of alternating groups An (the easiest case). Assume that w{X,Y) is a reduced word of length r > 1, emd write

wiX,Y) = wiiX,Y)---Wr{X,Y) where w^Y)

-1

G {X^^^Y-1}

for each

i. Suppose that a of these factors are X or X and t of the feictors are Y or
V - 1 and assume that n > r + 2. Let ao be a fixed element from the set CI on
which An acts. Now for each (r + l)-tuple (ûQ, a i , . . . , ov) of distinct points in
fi, there exist (n - s)!/2 values of x G An such that aj = a^(1a!'I') for the indices
where Wi{X,Y) G { X , ^ - 1 } , and (n - f)!/2 values of y such that a^ =
a^'v)
for the indices where Wi{X,Y) G { y . y - 1 } . Since o%{x'v) = a r ^ Oo for such
choices of x emd y, we must have w{x, y) ^ 1. Since there eure (n - l)!/(n—r - 1 ) !
(r + l)-tuples of distinct points starting with ao, this gueirantees that there are
at least \{n - s)\ (n - t)\ (n - l)!/(n - r - 1)! pedrs (x,y) from An for which
w(x, y) ^ 1. This latter number is asymptotic to [|n!]2 and so the probabiUty
that two random elements from An satisfy w{x, y) ^ 1 tends to 1 as n -> oo. In
particuleir, this gives a simple solution to Magnus' question in the special case
whenever A" is em infinite set of edtemating groups.
5. Infinite groups and the ubiquity of free subgroups. When we consider infinite groups, even the statement of probabilistic questions becomes a Uttle subtle. First we need a suitable probabiUty distribution defined on the group.
For some groups this cem be done very naturedly. For example, there is a natural probabiUty distribution on a profinite group defined in terms of the uniform
distribution on its finite quotients (its Haar measure). In this context Mann and
Shalev ([62] emd [61]) have considered the problem (for integers fc > 1):
• For which profinite groups G is there a positive probabiUty that the (closed)
subgroup generated by a randomfc-tupleof elements from G is equed to G?
In peurticuleir, they show that, if G satisfies this condition for some fc, then
G edso satisfies the condition of polynomial maximal subgroup growth. Related
theorems eure proved in [58], [8] and [48].
If we have no natured probabiUty distribution on our group, it may stiU be
possible to make "almost all" statements in a sense similar to "almost edl reed
numbers are tremscendental". These are not probabilistic statements, but they
have much the seune flavour as "probabiUty 1" statements.
An early exeunple of such a theorem is due to Epstein [27] who proved that
• If G is a simple Lie group, then almost edlfc-tuplesfromG generate a free
group of rank fc.
In this case "edmost aU" means aU but a set of measure 0 in the natured
measure on G. If G is not compeict, this measure does not define a probabiUty
distribution on G.
In 1990 the author proved in [24] a paraUel result on the ubiquity of free
subgroups in the infinite symmetric group of countably infinite degree
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• If fc > 2, then almost aUfc-tuplesfromSym(N) generate a subgroup which
is free of rank fc. Moreover, edmost all of these subgroups eure m-transitive
for every m > 1.
This gave a nonconstructive proof of the existence of highly transitive free
subgroups of Sym(N) (exeunples of such subgroups had been constructed earlier
in [63]). For G = Sym(N) there is no natural measure. However, we can define a
simple metric d on G by setting d(x, y) := 2~* if xy - 1 fixes 0,1, ...,*—1 but does
not fix t. Under this metric G is a complete metric speice emd also a topological
group. In particular, the Baire category theorem holds in Gfc, and so it makes
sense to consider meagre sets (= sets of the "first category") as "nuU". So in
this context we say that a subset of Gfc includes almost all fc-tuples in G if its
complement is meagre.
The result above has been extended by Glass emd others (see [39], [80] and
[40]). The proper setting for these theorems appears to be in the context of
metrizable topological groups which eure Polish spaces (see [10]) since these eure
precisely the spaces in which a Baire category theorem holds.
Other theorems on the ubiquity of free subgroups in other contexts are found
in [9] and [4].
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ON THE SPECTRAL THEORY APPROACH TO COUNTING
HYPERBOLIC LATTICE POINTS IN THIN REGIONS
C. J. MOZZOCHI
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC
ABSTRACT. In this paper we establish rigorously for the modular group
the unexpected result that if one employs the spectral expansion of automorphic kernels in the expected way exactly and precisely analogous to
the technique of Hoheisel for counting primes in short intervals, it is not
possible for one to get results concerning the counting of hyperbolic lattice
points in thin regions even as good as those obtained directly and routinely
from the spectral expansion for P{X) itself.
RÉSUMÉ. Nous établissonsrigoureusementdans cet article, pour le cas
du groupe modulaire, le fait surprenant que si l'on emploie le développement
spectral des noyaux automorphes de manière précisément analogue à la
technique de Hoheisel pour le comptage des nombres premiers dans de
petits intervalles, il n'est pas possible d'obtenir des résultats concernant
le comptage de points entiers dans le plan hyperbolique dans des petites
régions qui soient même aussi bons que ceux obtenus directement à partir
du développement spectral de P(X).

1. Introduction. For the hyperboUc circle problem the object is to estimate
for fixed zG H and w G H
P{X) = # |

7

e r | ufaw)

<^ ^

j

where w is the center of the hyperboUc circle of radius ^j^ and
U{Z1,Z2)

jzi — Z2I2
Z
.
41mzilmz2

= -pi

Several authors have carefully investigated this problem, for example, Iwaniec
[5], Huber [4], Patterson [7], PhilUps and Rudnick [8] and Chamizo [1], [2]. In
Section 2 we state expUcitly some results of Iwaniec and Chamizo.
For the problem of hyperboUc lattice points in thin regions the object, in
analogy with Hoheisel's theorem for primes in short intervals, is to determine the
smaUest exponent S where 0 < 5 < 1 such that

P{X + h)-P{X)~ch

as X->oo
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where h = Xs and c is a fixed positive constant.
We have not been able to find anything in the literature concerning this problem.
We note the foUowing conventional definitions where s = o- -fit, 0 < <T < 1,
f 6 R. For notation and definitions, see [5].

Fe{u):=F{s,l-s;l,-u)
fOO

h{t):=4x

Fa{u)k{u)du,
Jo
K{z,w) := ^fc(tt(z,7u;)).
7 €r

K{z, w) is cîdled the automorphic kernel The spectral expansion of the automorphic kernel is given by:
THEOREM 1.1. Let K{z,w) be an automorphic kernel given by a point-pair
invariant k{z, w) = A;(u(z, w)) whose Selberg/Harish-Chandra transform h{t) satisfies
h{t) is even,
h{t) is holomorphic ini the
thes.strip j Imtj < - + e.
h{t) < {\t\ + I)-2'*

in the strip.

Then,

K{z, w)= - ^

MtjKWûjH

+

(^

^h !_„

h[r)Ea

+ir lo

(*• \ )

+ir dr

("'' \ )

which converges absolutely and uniformly on compacta.
For a proof cf. [5, p. 113].
By the definition ofK{z,w) it is immediate that questions about P{X) reduce
to evaluating K{w,z) by means of Theorem 1.1 for a properly chosen function
k{u).
2. Preliminary results. In the sequel the foUowing theorems and lemmas
wiU be utilized.
THEOREM 2.1. LetT>l

andzGH.

E \nj{z)\2 +

A^T
\tj\<T

n

y

We have
2

ZfT\Ea(z,l-+it) dt^F+TyrW
J—T\
\
^
/
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where
yr{z) = maxuMu^Imo-a 1yz)
and where the implied constant depends on the group T alone.
For a proof cf. [5, p. 110].
In the sequel to simplify the notation we denote the sum (1)

E+/M*)
Ti<|t|<T a

and we let
ti be the smaUest tj in [ I i , ^ ] ,
F{t) = t2+t.
2.1. Let H{t) be decreasing and such that \h{t)\ < H{t). Then

LEMMA

E + / Ht) < j

2

H{t){t + l)dt + H{T2)F{T2) + HiTJFiTi)

+

ff(ti)F(ii)

where the implied constant is a function of z, w and T.
The proof foUows in a straightforward way by Cauchy's inequaUty and partial
summation.
For each X we define ft(u) = kx{u)
k{u)
1

X-2
4

where

X+Y-2
4

X>2Y>2.

LEMMA

2.2. TTie Selberg/Harish-Chandra transform of k{u) defined above

satisfies
(2)

u

hit) = ffVffi-IV + 0 ( y
r(s+i)

+

^1/2)
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i/ 5 < s < 1 where the implied constant depends on s, and
h{t) « | S |- 5 / 2 (min(|s|,T) + \ogX)X1'2

(3)

if Ues = | where T = XY-1

and the implied constant is absolute.

{Cf. [5, p. 191].)
THEOREM 2.2. Let F be a finite volume group. For X >2 we have

(4)

P{X)= E ^fff^ujiz^HX^
i<^<i

+0{X^).

3

This foUows in a straightforward manner from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2.
{Cf. [5, p. 192]).
In the folklore it is beUeved that | can be replaced with 5, which would be
best possible.
In [1] and [2] Chamizo shows that | can be repleiced with 5 on average over
a large enough number of radu X or starting points z (or by symmetry, centers
w).
3. Restriction to the modular group. Using Theorem 1.1 with k{u) defined as above and using the fact that for the modular group we only have to
consider so = 1, which corresponds to the lowest eigenvalue Ao = 1 with constant
eigenfunctions uo{z) = uo{w) = jFj - 1 / 2 so it contributes TTI-FI^X = 3 ^ to the
main term. Hence in this case if the error in the circle problem is 0{Xe), one
can take h = Xe+e for every e > 0, in the problem of hyperboUc lattice points in
thin regions.
By direct estimation and calculation, by our choice of k{u) we have by Theorem 1.1 for the modular group
\P{X +
h)-P{X)-3h\
< \M{X + h)- M{X)\ + \Ei{X)\ + \Ei{X + h)\
(5)
+ \E2iX)\ + \E2iX + h)\ + \E3{X)\ + \E3iX + h)\ + \E4iX)\
+ \E4{X + h)\ + \E6{X)\ + \E5{X + h)\ + \E6{X)\ + \E6{X + h)\.
Let s = I + it. Suppose one could show for each e > 0 and for each ei > 0
there exists Xo(e, ei) such that if X > Xo(c, ei), X « : « < A ' , l < t < X 1 / 2 - *'

(6)

^Wi«^

where the impUed constant depends only on e and d .
Then we obtain the desired asymptotic formula with h =

X2lz+€3.
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4. Observations. It can be shown cf. [5, p. 26],
F a ( u ) = i / ( l + 2u + 2(w(u + l)) 1 / 2 cose)~ S d0.
We assume the hypothesis of (6). Then integrating by parts once and rearranging terms combined with the trivial observation E{X) < .X"*/2-1 uniformly
in t and u, we obtedn for X > .Xo(e)
y-2-ï

F

'<">« VÎT

for any e > 0 for X < n < X and 1 < t < X 1 / 2 " 6 .
We see no way to improve this estimate vis-a-vis restrictions on s, t and u.
We define I{t, u) := r e ^ ' ^ V n , B) d9.
THEOREM 4.1. For any fixed u if P'{u,d) has no zero in [a,b\, then
p
ieéiP{v,g)
q{a)
(*'i)q{a)

tP'{u,a)

ieitP(u,b)

ijW
tFi

^

/jx

cf. Section 11.3 in [6].
It is not difficult to see that Theorem 4.1 impUes that (6) is not true.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. I would like to thank Henryk Iwaniec for suggesting
that I investigate this problem, for several helpful conversations, and for one
crucial suggestion.
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GROUP ACTIONS AND THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION OF
THE MEAN SUN
HARALD FRIPERTINGER
Presented by J. Aczél, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
A generalization of the functional equation g{s+t)x(u) =
g{s)x{t + u) (Vs, t, u £ A) of the mean sun is studied, where a group G
acts on a set X, (A,+) is a not necessarily commutative group and both
x: R —> X and g:R-¥ G are unknown functions, which will be determined
by the equation.
RÉSUMÉ. Une généralisation de l'équation fonctionnelle g{s + t)x(u) =
g{s)x{t + u) (Vs, t, u € A) du soleil moyen est examinée, où une groupe
agit sur un ensemble X, (R, +) est un groupe, mais pas nécessairement
commutatif, et x: A —f X et aussi g:R-*G sont des fonctions inconnues
lesquelles seront déterminées par l'équation fonctionnelle.

Local solar time is measured by a sundial. When the center of the sun is on em
observer's meridiem, the observer's loced soleir time is zero hours (noon). Because
the earth moves with veirying speed in its orbit at different times of the year emd
because the plane of the earth's equator is inclined to its orbital plane, the length
of the soleir day is different depending on the time of year. It is more convenient
to define time in terms of the average of local solar time. Such time, caUed mean
soleir time, may be thought of as being measured relative to em imaginary sun
(the meem sun) that lies in the earth's equatorial plane and about which the
earth orbits with constemt speed. Every meem solar day is of the seune length.1
In [5], [2] it is shown that the meem sun satisfies the functioned equation
M{X +1,4>)Ty{s) = M{X, (t))Ty{s +1) Vs, t, A € R, -ir/2 < ^ < 7r/2
where y{s) is a vector of length 1 which is the directionfromthe center of the earth
to the sun at the time s (one day corresponds to 2n) expressed in a geocentric
coordinate system. As a basis of this system we cem choose two orthogoned vectors
in the equatorial plane emd one vector along the axis of the earth. M (A, <p) is the
matrix
—sinA -sin^cosA COS^COSAX

(

1

cosA

—sin^sinA

cos^sinA I .

http://www.infoplease.com/ce6/society/A0845838.html
sin<^ /
Received by the editors January08, 2001. cos<^
Supported by the Fonds zur Fôrderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung P14342-MAT.
AMS subject classification: 39-02, 20A05.
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Then M(A, (t>)y{s) is the direction from the earth to the sun expressed in a local
coordinate system on the surface of the earth in the point of longitude A and
latitude (p.
In the present paper we investigate a generalization of this equation for fixed
<j). To be more precise we wiU deal with the foUowing problem:
Let {G, •) be a group acting on a set X {cf. [1], [3], [4], [6]) emd let (iî, +) be a
not necesseirily commutative group. Find edl functions x:R->X and g:R-¥ G
which satisfy
(1)
g{s + t)x{u) = gi8)x{t + u), Vs, t,u€R.
The group iî is a generalization of IR, the matrices expressing the change of
the coordinate system are now elements of the group G and X represents a
generedization of the set of edl vectors in IR3.
To begin with we will coUect some properties of the functions g and x. Later
we determine edl solutions g and x of (1). In a first step we replace g by another
function h:R^G defined by

h{r) :=

g^-^r).

It is easy to prove that h{0) = 1 6 G and
(2)

h{s)xiu) = x{s + u) Vs, u € iî.

LEMMA 1. If the functions x:R -¥ X and h:R -¥ G satisfy (2) then for
arbitrary go G G the function g:R-*G defined by g{r) := goh{r) satisfies (1).
PROOF. g{s + t)x{u) = goh{s + t)x{u) = gox{s + t + u) = goh{s)x{t + u) =
g{s)x{t + u).
m
Furthermore the function h satisfies

(3)

h{s + t)x{u) = h{s)h{t)x{u) Vs, t,uGR,

since h{s + t)x{u) = g{0)~1g{s + t)x{u) = g{0)-1g{3)x{t + u) = ft(s)/i(i)a;(n).
For the rest of the paper we wiU work with h insteeui of g. For x G X let Gx
denote the stabiUzer ofx, i.e.,
Gx:={gGG\gx

= x},

which is a subgroup of G. Ftom (3) we deduce that {h{s)h{t))~ h{s + t) G Gx^)
for aU u € iî and aU s, t € -R. In other words
(/i(s)/i(<))"1ft(s + «) € f | (?*(„) =: G.
u6fl

Using this for i = —s we see that there exists gaGG such that ft(s)-1 = h{—s)g3
and for s = —t there is g'tGG such that /i(i) - 1 = gl^-t).
Let H := (hiR)) and G:=GnH then the foUowing lenuna holds.
LEMMA 2. The subgroup G of H is normal.
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PROOF. It is clear that G is a subgroup of H. We only have to prove that it
is a normed subgroup. From the definition of H we know that

H=lf[

Mn)* | n € N.ri € i î , * G {1, - 1 } I .

So it is enough to prove that ft(r)G/i(r)-1 < G and ft(r)-1G/i(r) < G for aU
r € iî. Let r, n 6 iî and g GG then there isag'r GG such that h{r)gh{r)~lx{u) =
h{r)gg'rh{-r)x{u) = h{r)gg'rx{-r + u) = h{r)x{-r + u) = x{r - r+ u) = x{u)
since gg',. € G stabUizes each element of the form x{t). This meeins, since g was
em arbitrary element of G, that
h^Ghfr)-1

< Gl(u)

Vu 6 iî

so /i(r , )G/i(r) -1 < GDH = G. For the second part of the proof similar eirguments
cem be used.
•
This permits to define a function v>fromiî to the factor group H/G by
ip{r) := h{r)G =: h{r).
LEMMA

3. The mapping <p is a surjective group homomorphism.

PROOF. For s,t 6 iî we know from (3) that h{s)h{t) G h{s + t)G. So
tp{s + t) = h{s + t)G = h{s)h{t)G = h{s)Gh{t)G = ip{s)(p{t).
In order to prove that ip is surjective let
y •= lf[h{ri)ji]

G = n M n ) * € H/G.

\i=l

)

i=l

Then
y=
<=i

«=1

t=i

and 2 7 = 1 * n e i î .
Even the foUowing result is true.

»=i

\i=i

/

.

LEMMA A. If a subgroup N of Gx(o) is a normal subgroup of H then N is a
subgroup ofG.
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PROOF. It is enough to prove that N is & subgroup of GX(U) for edl u € iî,
because then iV is a subgroup of G. By assumption N < H, so N < G. Prom
(2) it is clear that x{u) = h{u)x{0) for edl u € iî, so Ga:(u) = G/,(tt)x(o) =
/i(n)Gx(o)/i(n)-1. Since iV is a normal subgroup of H it is obvious that N =
^(^^^(u)- 1 < hi^Gg^hiu)-1 = Gx{u).
m
So far we derived necessary conditions for solutions of (2). Conversely consider
a group G eicting on a set X. Let if be a subgroup of G, xo an arbitrary element
of X and G a normed subgroup of H such that G is a subgroup of the stabilizer
GXo. Then the feictor group H/G acts on the orbit ^(xo) := {hxo \ h G H} in
the foUowing way:
(4)

H/G x iî(xo) -^ if(xo)

(ft,fcxo)^ {hk)xo.

In order to prove that this action is weU defined consider an arbitreiry g G G.
Since G is a normal subgroup of H there exists g' GG such that gk = kg1. Ftom
{kg)kxo = h{gk)xo = h{kg')xQ — {hk)g'xo = {hk)xo
we derive that the eiction of h on H{xo) does not depend on the specied choice
of the representative of h. Furthermore it is cleeir that ïfcxo = Ikxo = kxo and
{hih2)kxo — h^kxo = {hih2)kxo = hi{h2k)xo = hi{h2kxo) = hi{h2kxo) for
edl fti, Â2 € H/G. Moreover G is a subgroup of all the stabiUzers Ghxo ^OT ^
hGH since
G = hGh-1 < hG^h-1 = GhXB.
LEMMA 5. Let <p:R-> H/G be o homomorphism. When defining the two functions x and h by x{r) := <p{r)xo, and h{r) being an arbitrary element in the coset
(p{r) for r G R then h and x satisfy (2).
PROOF. h{s)x{u) = <p{s)<p{u)xo = <p{s + u)xo = x{s + u) for ah s,uG R.
These results are summarized in the foUowing:

•

THEOREM 6. TTie functions x-.R-* X and h:R-ï G satisfy (2) if and only
if there exist xoG X, a subgroup HofG,a normal subgroup G of H which is a
subgroup of the stabilizer GXo and a homomorphism <p:R-+ H/G such that
x{r) = ip{r)xo and h{r) G ip{r) Vr € R
where the natural action of the factor group H/G the orbit H{xo) is described by
(4)ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author weoits to express his thanks to Professor
Jens Schwedger for useful comments eind hints while preparing this article.
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MAXIMAL ABELIAN SUBALGEBRAS OF ON
E. J. BEGGS AND P. GOLDSTEIN
Presented by G. A. EUiott, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
We consider maximal abelian subalgebras of On which
are globally invariant under the standard circle action. It turns out that
these are all contained in the fixed point algebra of the circle action. Then
we consider shift invariant maximal abelian subalgebras of the fixed point
algebra, which are also invariant under a "second shift" map, and show that
these are just infinite tensor products of diagonal matrices in the standard
UHF picture of the fixed point algebra.
RéSUMé. Nous considérons les sous-algèbres maximales abéliennes d'On
qui sont globalement invariantes sous l'action standard du cercle. Il se
trouve qu'elles sont toutes contenues dans l'algèbre des points fixes sous
l'action du cercle. Nous considérons ensuite les sous-algèbres maximales
abéliennes de l'algèbre des points fixes qui sont invariantes sous le shift et
"deuxième shift" opérateur, et démontrons qu'elles sont seulement les produits tensoriels infinis des matrices diagonales dans la forme UHF standard
de l'algèbre des points fixes.

1. Introduction. Here we eire concerned with certain abeUan subalgebras of
the Cuntz edgebra O n = G*(si,..., s n ). As usual, for /x = ii • • • ik, ij 6 { 1 , . . . , n},
we let \p\ = A; be the length of p and denote s^ • • • Sik by sM. The set of all finite
words in { 1 , . . . , n} is denoted by W(n). The fixed point edgebra of the standard
circle action (t)t{si) = tsi, i = 1,... ,n, t 6 T on G n is called the "zero greide".
On- Let a{x) = X)"=1 SjXs* be the canoniced endomorphism on G n . The C*subalgebra V of On defined as
(1)

V =

C*{sllsl;pGW{n)}

is em abeUan subalgebra of G° {cf. [3]) and a{V) C V. In fact, V is maximal
abeUan in both G° and On {cf. [4, 2.18]). Let ^: G„ -> M n O On be the isomorphism {cf. [2]), given by
S\XS\

(2)

• • • 3-\XSJI

x&
m3*nXSi

-•- S;XSn_

Received by the editors May 11, 2001.
AMS subject classification: 46L35, 46L55, 46L06.
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emd define a unital endomorphism ô-:On -4 0„—the "second shift"—by the
formula
(3)

ôr(x) = ^ SiSfcS-xSjSfcs!-.
i,j,k

This map is determined by the foUowing diagreun

(4)

On A
* J,
On t^-

Mn(8>G„
id J. ®(7
Mn®On)

and it foUows easily that cr(l) = 1 and cr(sjS^s*sp = Sicr(s^s*)s^, for aU
p,v G W(n), \p\ = \v\. FinaUy, for u = [uy]"^-! a unitary in M n (C), let
U = 53 i j UijSiSj. Then Î7 is a imiteiry in G n , and the map s» >-¥ Usi, i = l,...,n
extends to an isomorphism of On, denoted au.
The subject of the present work is to give a cheureicterisation of V in the above
terms. More precisely, we prove (proofs of the following two theorems eire at the
end of Section 4):
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a maximal abelian subalgebra of On such fftatw(A) c
A, (T{A) C A and â{A) c A. Then there is an automorphism au of On, determined by a unitary U G M n (C), such that au {A) = V. Furthermore, au
commutes with to, a and à.
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a maximal abelian subalgebra ofO„ such that AnO^
is maximal abelian in 0°, o-{A) c A and â{A) c A. Then there is an automorphism au of On, determined by a unitary U G M n (C), such that au{A) = V.
Furthermore, au commutes with UJ, a and cr.

The paper is organised as foUows. In Section 2, we show that an edgebra which
is maximal in the class of abeUan edgebras that are invariant under the action of
the circle is indeed maximal abelian. In Section 3, we describe maximed abeliem
subalgebras that are invariant under two shift maps. Both Sections 2 and 3 eire
done in a sUghtly more general setting. Finedly, in Section 4, we apply these
results to the particular case of On and easily obtain the stated characterisation
of the abeUan subalgebra A.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The authors would Uke to thank G. EUiott,
D. E. Evans, R. Exel, S. Stratila, S. Wassermeum emd N.-C. Wong for useful comments, eind the referee for severed helpful remeirks that substantially improved the
paper. This reseeirch was supported by an EPSRC Reseeirch Assistemtship (P.G.).

2. Maximal abelian T-invariant «-subalgebras. Take a G'-algebra B,
and let UJ: T —> Aut(B) be a homomorphism that is continuous in the topology
of pointwise convergence. This means that for each b G B the map t *-¥ u}t{b)
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is continuous, and the triple (B,T,w) is cedled a G*-dynaniical system {cf. [6,
7.4.1]). Consider the class of «-subalgebras A of R which are abeUan emd globally
T-invariemt, eind consider a subalgebra which is maximed in this class. Our task
is to show that such em edgebra is actuedly maximal abeUem.
The medn result of this section is 2.5. For convenience we assume that J? is a
subedgebra of B{H) for some HUbert space H. Some of the results and techniques
used in this section are stemdard in the Arveson spectred theory for the eiction of
a compact abelian group {cf. [1]). Furthermore, Theorem 2.5 remedns valid for a
genered abeUan compact group G instead of T. We are grateful to the referee for
pointing out these facts.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (B,T,a;) be a G'-dynamical system, and define R n =
{bGB: wt{b) = tnb, for aU « G T}. Let 7rn: R -4 R be defined as

*»(*)=/*~ w «t(6) eft,
where dt is the Haeir measure on T (t.e., normalised Lebesgue measure). Then
each R» is a closed linear subspeice in B, each 7rn is a linear contraction with image
Bn, Ro is a subalgebra and TTQ is a conditional expectation to Ro- Furthermore,
we have 7rm(6) = <ynim6, 6 € R„.
Let A be em abeUan, T-invariemt «-subalgebra of B. It foUows immediately
that the commutemt A ' n R o f A i n R i s a T-inveiriant «-subalgebra of B, and
the image of A' D R under 7rn is contedned in A' fl R. Throughout this section,
we assume that A is maximal among abeUan T-invariemt «-subedgebras of R.
PROPOSITION

2.2. The image of A' nB under îrn is contained in A for all

nGZ.
PROOF. Suppose that 6 € A' CI R. By considering b + b' and i{b - b*) we
may suppose that 7ro(6) is Hermitian and fixed by the circle eiction. Hence, the
edgebra generated by A and 7ro(b) is an abeUem circle invariemt «-subedgebra of
B, and so 7ro(b) S A by maxhnedity. For n ^ 0, irn(6) € A', and 7rn(6)7rn(6)* emd
7r„(6)*7rn(6) eire Hermitian circle inveiriant elements of A' n B. By the first peirt
we then have 7rn(6)7rn(6)*)7rn(6)*7rn(6) € A. The next lemma shows that 7rn(6) is
normed, and the above maximality argument appUed to the edgebra generated by
A, 7rn(6) emd irn(6)* yields 7rn(6) G A.
•
We initially proved the next lemma using polar decomposition. The foUowing
much simpler proof is due independently to S. Wassermeum and N.-C. Wong:
LEMMA

2.3. Let x G B commute with both xx* and x*x. Then x is normal.

We need to show that xx* — x*x = 0. Since xx* — x*x is selfadjoint,
that is equivalent to (xx* — x*x)2 = 0. Now, the assumption impUes x*xxx* =
x(x*x)x* and xx*x*x = x*(xx*)x, emd we eire done.
•
PROOF.

PROPOSITION 2.4. A' n R c

A".
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PROOF. AS pointed out by the referee, this foUows from Proposition 2.2 and
norm-convergence of the Cesaro meeins of the Fourier expemsion. For detedls, see
(1, 2.2.33], or [5, Theorem VIII.2.2]. Alternatively, we cem use a Fourier series
argument in the foUowing, more pedestriem, way. Tedce b G A' H B. For emy
^, 77 G R we define a continuous function / : T -»• C by f{t) = (^, ut{b){ri)). We get
Fourier coefficients /„ = (€,»r„(6)(»j)>, where E™=-m fn /n —»• /(<) ™ the L2{T)
topology as m -> 00. Since R C B{H), we can put 7? = C(K) for some c € A' and
KGH. Then, as ;rn(6) G A, we see that /„ = (£c7rn(6)(«)) = (c*^,7rn(6)(K)).
Now we can write
m

X ) *"/" -+ {e'tMW*))

= (C, cuj{b){K)), tGT,

m -> 00

n=—m

in the L2{T) topology. The two Umits are the same in L2(T), so ($,cu;t(6)(/c)) =
{^,Ut{b)c{K)) almost everywhere in T. By continuity they are the same at t = 1,
so cb = bc.
m
THEOREM 2.5. Let (R, T, w) be a C-dynamical system, and suppose that A is
a maximal among abelian T-invariant *-subalgebras of B. Then A is a maximal
abelian subalgebra of B.
PROOF. From Proposition 2.4, A' n R is ein abeUan T-invariant «-subedgebra
of R which contedns A. Maximedity of A yields A = A' r\B.
•
The foUowing example—due to R. Exel—shows that the previous theorem
does not hold for a dynamical system (R, G, u) with G non-abelian:

2.6. Consider the adjoint action of SU2 on M2(C). The subalgebra
consisting of the complex multiples of the identity is maximed among the class of
abeUan SU2-invariant «-subalgebras. However, it is not maximed abeUan, as it is
properly contedned in the diagonal matrices.
EXAMPLE

3. Maximal abelian «-subedgebras of On contedned in the zero grade.
Let R be a united G*-algebra with a given isomorphism V: R -> M„ ® R with
V'(l) = /„ ® 1, in being the identity matrix in M n . We define isomorphisms
ij>m: B ->• (Mn)®m ® R (m > 0) recursively, beginning with ipo'-B -> R the
identity, ipi = ip, and continuing by defining ^m+i to be the composition
tfrm

id® m » t i

m

-> (M n )® m+1 ® R,

R —^ (Mn)® ® R

where id: Mn -*• M n is the identity map. Now we define an edgebra map Km:
Af®m -4 R by Km(x) = ^{x ® 1). Since ^(1) = 7n ® 1 we get the commutative
diagram
M® m

-^

J.id®/„
M®m+1

"^

R
J. ids
B
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We can define shift maps am: R -^ R (m > 1) by the composition
B

î ^

(Mn)®"1"1 ® R

ld8m l8/

"

) (Mn)®m ® R - ^ R,

where / : R -4 M n ® R is the edgebra map f{b) = In®b.
Let Eij G Mn he the matrix with entry 1 in row i column j , and zeros elsewhere. Define a Unear map e^: M n -> C by eij{Eki) = SikSji. Now we can define
a map Xmij- R -> R (m > 1) by
t^m

«

B Z^ (M n )® m ® R

id®" 1 " 1 ® e y ® i d B

_

,

> (Mn)®1"-1 ® R

*m-l

• R.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For allb G B and j/ e M n ® R, (e^ ® idB)(/(6).j/) =
b.iieij ® idB)(y)) and (ey ® idB)(»./(6)) = ((e^- ® idB){y)).b.
PROOF.

Take y = yi ® î/2 6 M n ® R. Then

(ey ® idB)(/(6).y) = (ey ® idB)((i® 6)(j/i ® ^2)) = (ey ® idfiKyi ® by2)
= eij(yi)6y2 = &.((e<j ®idB)(y)).
The other identity is proved in the same manner.

•

COROLLARY 3.2. For all b,c G B, Xmij(ffm(b).c)
Xmij{c.<Tm{b)) = Xmijic).b.

=

b.Xmij{c) and

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that A is a mammal abelian *-subalgebra of B,
obeying the condition o,m(A) C A. Then for dl 1 < ij < n, Xmtj(A) C A.
Furthermore, a^A) C A implies tl)m{A) C M®m ® A.
PROOF. For the first part, take a e A, and note that orm(a').a = a.crm(o/), for
edl o' € A. Applying Xmij to this we get a'.xmij{a) = Xmy(a)-o', so Xmij{a) S A
by maximality. For the second part, note that ^(a) = 5Ztj-^»i ® Xi»i(a)> s o
ip{A) C Mn ® A. The rest foUows by induction.
•
DEFINITION 3.4. Take a character ^: A -> C, and extend it to a state 4>:B -+
C. Then we define a map <t>m: B -+ M®ro by
Ti>m

B ZZ* M®m ® R

i d ® m ®<*

„

-4 M®m.

Since ^m(l) = 1, it Mows from [6, 3.1.6] that ^m is a contraction. On the
other hemd, using Proposition 3.3, this is clearly a unital homomorphism when
restricted to A. We denote by D the image of &: A -> M„.
PROPOSITION 3.5. i M ( A ) c A, then^m+i{A) c M„®^ m (A). If^iA)
then (id®e ii ®id® m ~ 1 )0 m+ i(A) C ^ m (A) form> 1.

C A,
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For the first inclusion, we can write (pm+i as
^ M

n

® A ^ M r

+ 1

,

so we see that 4>m+i{A) C M n ® <f>m{A). For the second inclusion, note that
(id®eij- ® id®"1"1 ) o ^ m + 1 = ^ m o X2ij: B -)• Af®m, and use X2iJ(A) C A.
•
COROLLARY 3.6. IftTi{A) C A and a2{A) C A, then <t>m{A) C D®m.
PROOF. This is proved by induction. First note that </>i(A) = D. Now assume
that (pmiA) C D®m. By the previous proposition we see that 0 m + i(A) C D <S>
Mn ® D®"1-1 and 0 m + 1 (A) C M n ® Z)®m.
.
Define G C R to be the closure of the union of the subalgebras «;m(M®m) (for
R = G„, G is just the zero grade) emd let D°° stand for the closure of the union
of /cm(.D®m) for m > 1.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Given c G C and e > 0, there is an m > 1 so that
|«m(^m(c)) -CJ < €.
There is an m > 1 and an x G M®m so that | c - Km(x)| < e/2. Since
^(1) = 1 we get ^m(Km(x)) = x, and since ^ m is a contraction, \<f>m{c)-x\ < e/2.
Finedly as «m is a contraction, |Km(^m(c)) - Km(a:)| < e/2.
•
PROOF.

THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that AnC is maximal abelian in C. Then AnG = D°°
and D is maximal abelian in M n (C).
CoroUary 3.6 and Proposition 3.7 show that A n G C D00. Since
D 00 is abeUem emd A n G is maximed, it foUows that A n G = D00. Hence, D is
maximal abeliem in M n (C).
•
PROOF.

4. Maximal abeliem T-invariemt «-subedgebras of O n . In this section,
we apply results from Sections 2 and 3 to maximal abeUan subalgebras of 0„
that are invariemt under the stemdard circle eiction. The notation is as in the
introduction. The next lemma is probably well known, but we couldn't find a
reference:
LEMMA

4.1. Let x be in G* (i.e., wt(x) = tfcx,l, for k ^ 0. If x is normal,

then x = 0.
PROOF. Suppose A; > 0. Let y = x{sl)k G G°, and let r be the faithful
normalised trace on 0% — Mnc«.(C). Then yy* = xx*, y*y = sfx'x^î)*, emd
T{yym) = r(y*y) imply T(XX*) = n~*r(x*x). If xx* = x*x, then r(x*x) =
n -fc r(x*x), hence T(X*X) = 0.
•
THEOREM 4.2. If A is a maximal among abelian T-invariant *-subalgebras of
On, then Ac 0°.
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By the previous lemma, irfe(a) = 0 for edl o G A and A; ^ 0. By
Fourier emalysis we get
PROOF.

m

£

tfc(Ç,7rfc(a)(T/))-^,a;t(a)(î/)),

tGT

k=—m

in the L2(T) topology as m -+ oo. But then (€,wt(a)('7)) is constemt on T, so
c<;t(a) = o.
•
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. By Theorem 4.2, A C 0°. The result then foUows
from Theorem 3.8, with R = G°, a = <TI and â = CT2, whUe u is any unitary in
Mn(C) that diagonalises subalgebra D.
•
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. We apply Theorem 3.8, with R = G„, and a and
â as in the previous theorem. That shows that D 00 C A. Since D00 is meiximal
abeUan in G n {cf. [4, 2.18]), A = D°0.
•
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